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Abstract: Femtosecond lasers with high repetition rates are attractive for spectroscopic appli-
cations with high sampling rates, high power per comb line, and resolvable lines. However, at
long wavelengths beyond 2 µm, current laser sources are either limited to low output power or
repetition rates below 1 GHz. Here we present an ultrafast laser oscillator operating with high
output power at multi-GHz repetition rate. The laser produces transform-limited 155-fs pulses at
a repetition rate of 2 GHz, and an average power of 0.8 W, reaching up to 0.7 mW per comb line
at the center wavelength of 2.38 µm. We have achieved this milestone via a Cr2+-doped ZnS
solid-state laser modelocked with an InGaSb/GaSb SESAM. The laser is stable over several hours
of operation. The integrated relative intensity noise is 0.15% rms for [10 Hz, 100 MHz], and
the laser becomes shot noise limited (-160 dBc/Hz) at frequencies above 10 MHz. Our timing
jitter measurements reveal contributions from pump laser noise and relaxation oscillations, with
a timing jitter of 100 fs integrated over [3 kHz, 100 MHz]. These results open up a path towards
fast and sensitive spectroscopy directly above 2 µm.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Optical frequency combs (OFC) with gigahertz line spacing are powerful tools for applications
such as high-precision frequency metrology [1], rapid spectroscopy with resolved comb lines [2,3],
terabit communication [4], and low-damage bio-tissue analysis [5]. Though most of the current
technologies operate at visible and near-infrared wavelengths, there is a surge in mid-infrared
and short-wave infrared applications [6]. This trend motivates the development of GHz sources
with high power beyond 2 µm.

Many high-power mid-infrared OFCs are based on frequency down-conversion of near-infrared
lasers [7,8]. While they can provide Watt-level average power, they utilize a complex architecture
and typically operate at lower repetition rates. On the other hand, a frequency conversion based
microresonator comb has been recently demonstrated at 10 GHz, but their waveguiding geometry
limits the power to the 100-µW level [9]. State-of-the-art quantum cascade lasers (QCL) emit
directly in the mid-infrared [10] and can provide 10’s of mW average power, however they work
with larger comb spacing, typically well above 10 GHz [3]. Modelocked semiconductor vertical
external cavity surface emitting lasers (VECSEL) at 2 µm are in their infancy and limited to mW
power level [11]. Finally, ion-doped fiber and solid-state ultrafast oscillators operating above 2
µm [12] are currently limited to either megahertz repetition rates for Watt-level operation [13–16],
or can deliver pulses above GHz repetition rates but with a limited average power (10’s of mW)
[17,18]. Recently a master oscillator power amplifier based solid-state laser system above 2-µm
is proposed with 6 W average power at 0.9 GHz repetition rate [19]. However, there still exists a
trade-off between the comb line spacing and power scaling of the state-of-the-art modelocked
oscillators operating in the important 2-µm range.
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In this work, we overcome this trade-off and demonstrate a compact and stable fundamentally
modelocked ultrafast solid-state laser operating directly above 2 µm. The oscillator delivers 155-
fs pulses at record-high 2-GHz repetition rate (> 2× higher than the reported result in [19])
with an average power of 0.8 W. The power per comb line reaches up to 0.7 mW at the center
wavelength of 2.38 µm. We have achieved this by using a commercial Cr2+-doped ZnS gain
medium and a high-performance InGaSb/GaSb quantum well semiconductor saturable absorber
mirror (SESAM) which stabilizes soliton modelocking even at this multi-GHz operation [20].
Note that, in comparison to any saturable absorber modelocked Cr-laser, our result reports 8×
increase in average power and >2× increase in repetition rate [21].

Optically pumped Cr2+-doped ZnS/ZnSe solid-state lasers have shown wide wavelength
tunability covering the entire 2–3 µm range [22,23] with few-cycle pulse generation [24,25] and
high power operation [13–15,19]. The state-of-the-art performances are achieved using Kerr-lens
modelocking (KLM), however mostly at lower repetition rates (100-MHz range). While KLM
[26] is ideal for few-cycle pulse generation, SESAMs [27] are advantageous for low-noise, robust,
and self-starting modelocking. The lack of low-loss and fast SESAMs at these long wavelengths
has hindered the lasing performance. Recently, we have successfully developed a high-quality
2.4-µm SESAM and demonstrated Watt-level average power at a repetition rate of 250 MHz
[13]. The antiresonant SESAM design [27] consists of 3× type-I InGaSb/GaSb quantum wells
on top of a 24-pair of AlAsSb/GaSb distributed Bragg reflector, giving a total epitaxial layer
thickness of only 8.35 µm on the GaSb substrate. Saturation measurement [28] of the SESAM at
2.4 µm reveals favorable parameters: low saturation fluence (10.5 µJ/cm2), sufficient modulation
depth (1.6%), and low nonsaturable losses (0.8%). Furthermore, the SESAM has a fast absorber
recovery time of <2 ps. These are the key SESAM parameters enabling high-power multi-GHz
operation of our laser, as reported herein.

2. Laser cavity design

The six-element laser cavity is shown in Fig. 1(a), where a polycrystalline Cr:ZnS gain medium
with doping concentration of 9×1018/cm3 (IPG Photonics) is placed between two concave mirrors
of a standard Z-shape cavity. The crystal is 3.8 mm long and Brewster cut. It is mounted on
a water-cooled thermo-electric controlled copper mount and temperature stabilized to 16°C.
A 1550-nm Er-fiber laser (NKT Photonics) providing up to 10 W of cw output power is used
for pumping. In order to achieve gigahertz repetition rates, we use two concave cavity turning
mirrors (M1 and M2) of 20 mm radii. Both the mirrors are ion beam sputtering (IBS) coated for
broadband high reflection over 2.1–3.0 µm and transmit the pump wavelength. The flat output
coupler (OC) is IBS coated for ∼ 3% average transmission over 2.2–2.6 µm. The SESAM,
working as a flat end mirror, is mounted on a copper block without any active thermal stabilization.
All dielectric mirror coatings provide nearly flat group delay dispersion (GDD).

Soliton formation is the main pulse shaping mechanism in our case. In order to obtain a
suitable round-trip GDD for fundamental soliton formation, we inserted an uncoated 4-mm-long
YAG window (which has negative GDD) at Brewster’s angle inside the cavity. The estimated
round-trip GDD of the cavity elements and the ideal GDD required for soliton condition is plotted
in Fig. 1(b). The measured linear reflectivity of the SESAM shows >99.5% over a bandwidth of
110 nm. The astigmatism introduced by the gain element and YAG window is minimized by
choosing incident angles on the curved mirrors of ∼ 10°. The laser is mounted on an optical
breadboard and operated in a standard laboratory environment. The compact cavity is only 7.4 cm
long, giving a repetition rate of ∼ 2 GHz. A challenge for such short cavity is its reduced design
flexibility. Additionally, the low intracavity pulse energy reduces the effective cavity nonlinearity,
making the soliton formation more challenging. In our case, the pump and laser spot sizes (radii)
at the input facet of the gain medium are 35 µm and 46 µm, respectively. Additionally, it requires
a tighter focus to saturate the SESAM such that the cw-modelocking threshold is reached at the
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the compact 2-GHz Cr:ZnS laser cavity. The gain element and YAG
crystal are mounted on translation-rotation stages. (b) The estimated round-trip GDD of the
cavity elements and the measured reflectivity of the SESAM (light grey solid). GDD of ZnS
(black dashed), YAG (pink dashed), SESAM (green dashed), and total GDD (blue solid) is
plotted. The red solid is the GDD needed to satisfy the soliton condition for 150 fs pulses at
0.8 W of average output power. The measured laser spectrum at highest modelocked power
(dark grey solid) is aligned closely to the expected position.

available power. The best modelocking performance is achieved while operating the SESAM in a
strongly saturated regime with intracavity fluence close to its reflectivity roll-over [28]. With
the estimated laser spot size (radius) on SESAM of ∼155 µm, the average fluence (i.e., half the
peak fluence for a Gaussian beam) is 17 µJ/cm2 at the highest modelocked output power. The
corresponding measured laser spectrum is also plotted in Fig. 1(b) to obtain a direct comparison
between the estimated cavity parameters and the resulting soliton spectrum.

3. Modelocking performance

With SESAM in place, self-starting soliton modelocking [20] is established over a wide range of
laser output power (Fig. 2). We observe cw operation at low pump power and then with increasing
pump power the laser transitions to a Q-switched modelocking regime [29]. At input pump
power above 2.2 W a stable cw-modelocking is established for output average power of 400–800
mW. Close to transform limited pulse duration is achieved over this entire range (red and grey
in Fig. 2), with shortest pulse duration of 155 fs at 800 mW. At this power level the estimated
optical-to-optical efficiency with respect to absorbed pump power is ∼ 26%, comparable to
standard KLM oscillators [23].

Fig. 2. Modelocking performance. Measured output average power (cw: blue open circle,
Q-switched modelocking (QML): blue triangle, Modelocking (ML): blue solid circle) and
pulse duration (red, ideal transform limited (TL) fit in grey) for different input pump power.

The measured intensity autocorrelator trace is shown in Fig. 3(a). Inset shows the measured
optical spectrum with a full-width at half-maximum bandwidth (FWHM) of 41 nm centered
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at 2.38 µm. The corresponding time-bandwidth product (TBP) is 0.335 (1.06× the transform
limit for an ideal sech2 pulse). The decrease in pulse duration with increasing pump power
is a strong indication of a soliton modelocking mechanism for the pulse formation. Further
increase in pump power resulted in damaging the coating of one intracavity mirror. Because of
the lack of high-speed photodetectors at 2.4 µm, a direct measurement of the pulse repetition rate
was not possible. Instead, we have used an external second harmonic generation (SHG) based
measurement using a periodically poled lithium niobate crystal, where the SHG of the laser output
is detected using a fast (18 GHz) InGaAs detector connected to a 26-GHz microwave spectrum
analyzer. A clean radio frequency spectrum is recorded (Fig. 3(b)) indicating fundamental
modelocking at repetition rate of 2.04 GHz. The pulse energy becomes 0.4 nJ, corresponding to
a peak power of 2.5 kW. The estimated power per comb line is > 0.1 mW over a 70 nm bandwidth
and reaches up to 0.7 mW at center wavelength of 2.38 µm. To date this has been the highest
repetition rate achieved at this 2-µm range for any type of modelocked femtosecond laser with
high output power. Even at this high-power level we did not observe any SESAM damage and
the power stability of the laser is recorded over 3 hours (Fig. 3(c)) using a thermal power meter
(Thorlabs S425C). The inset shows the measured beam profile using a microbolometer camera.
The beam quality is measured (Fig. 3(d)) using a scanning slit profiler (Beam’R2) featuring an
extended InGaAs detector and a scanning stage. An excellent beam quality with M2 <1.15 is
measured for both the axes.

Fig. 3. Laser performance at highest average output power of 0.8 W. (a) Autocorrelation
trace with sech2 fit. The inset shows the measured optical spectrum. (b) Radio frequency
(RF) trace centered at 2.04 GHz and measured with a resolution bandwidth (RBW) of 10 Hz
and a span of 7 kHz. The inset shows the RF trace over a wider span of 20 GHz measured
with a RBW of 10 kHz. (c) Output power stability over 3 hours. The standard deviation of
power fluctuation over the indicated time window is ∼0.04%. The inset shows the measured
beam profile. (d) Measured M2 of the laser beam.

4. Noise characterization

Next, we have measured both the relative intensity noise (RIN) and timing jitter to analyze the
laser noise properties on shorter timescales. Our measurements show that these noise properties
are dominated by the relaxation oscillations of the Cr:ZnS laser, the RIN of the Er-fiber pump,
and shot noise.
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The RIN is measured directly at the lasing wavelength at baseband by using a biased extended
InGaAs photodiode (17 ns rise time) followed by an external amplifier and a signal source
analyzer (SSA). To optimize the sensitivity of the measurement, two different electronic amplifier
configurations are used to cover the entire bandwidth of our measurement, i.e., 10 Hz – 100 MHz.
One is optimized for low frequencies (DC – 500 kHz) and other for high frequencies (20 kHz –
1 GHz). The two noise spectra are then stitched together at around 330 kHz to represent the entire
RIN spectrum of the laser. We measure the noise at two different power levels (600 and 700 mW,
Fig. 4(a)). To identify different noise sources, we have further measured (1) the contribution of
the detection setup by blocking the light beam entering the photodetector (light blue and orange
in Fig. 4(a)) and (2) the noise of the pump (Er-fiber laser) measured directly by using a highly
linear InGaAs photodiode (DC – 22 GHz), green in Fig. 4(a). A current of 3.5 A is used for this
pump noise measurement, which corresponds to a modelocked laser power of about 700 mW.
The dominant noise source between 5 kHz and 2 MHz is coming from the pump itself, which
could be reduced by, for example, using a laser diode for pumping [24]. Another noise peak
occurs around 4 MHz range, which is estimated to be related to the relaxation oscillations (RO)
of the Cr:ZnS oscillator. This feature becomes smaller and also shifts towards higher frequency
at higher power. For the lower frequencies below 4-5 kHz, the RIN curve for the 1550-nm pump
is dominated by the measurement electronics. Thus, in this low-frequency range the laser RIN is
not necessarily due to pump RIN. For example, we have found that a constant flow of N2 on the
cavity significantly reduces laser RIN below 1 kHz. So, factors other than the pump have a strong
influence at these frequencies. The integrated RMS noise of this free-running laser is 0.15% for
integration from 10 Hz – 100 MHz. Importantly, beyond the RO peak the RIN measurement is
fundamentally shot noise limited at -160 dBc/Hz.

Fig. 4. (a) Relative intensity noise spectrum of the free-running 2-GHz Cr:ZnS oscillator at
output power (P) of 600 mW (pink) and 700 mW (blue). Vertical dashed line shows the
stitching frequency of the two measurements. Noise floor for the low-frequency (DC-500
kHz, orange) and high-frequency (20 kHz – 1 GHz, light blue) measurements. Green: RIN
of the Er-fiber pump. Light grey: noise floor of pump noise measurement. Black: SSA noise
floor. (b) Phase noise power spectral density (PN-PSD, blue) and integrated timing jitter (TJ,
red) of SHG signal of the laser at 700 mW output power.

For the timing jitter measurement, we have used the SHG signal of the laser and measured
the phase noise (PN) of the 1st harmonic of the repetition rate at 2 GHz with the highly linear
InGaAs photodiode connected to two band-pass filters, a pre-amplifier (0.1–18 GHz) and then
SSA. The power spectral density is shown in Fig. 4(b) (blue). The integrated PN (red, Fig. 4(b))
indicates a timing jitter of 100 fs for integration from 3 kHz – 100 MHz. The noise at lower
frequencies likely originates from mechanical noise sources which were not optimized in this
laser setup. For frequencies above the RO frequency of the laser, the integrated timing jitter is
below 10 fs. Furthermore, we have estimated the effect of the phase noise on the comb optical
linewidth using the beta-separation line approximation [30]. A significant contribution comes
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from the pump and the laser RIN at high frequencies. However, one can achieve 10-MHz range
linewidths for measurement time below 1 µs using such a free-running 2-GHz laser.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, to the best of our knowledge, we demonstrate the highest repetition rate modelocked
laser operating above 2 µm and generating femtosecond pulses at high power. This breakthrough
result is achieved in a Cr:ZnS solid-state laser passively modelocked with a home-grown high-
performance InGaSb/GaSb quantum well SESAM. The laser delivers 155 fs pulses at 2 GHz
repetition rate with 0.8 W of average power, corresponding to a peak power of 2.5 kW directly
from the oscillator. Further power scaling can be done by considering a higher output coupling
rate. Additional dispersion management, for example a SESAM with flatter dispersion profile,
should enable even shorter pulses. The laser shows excellent power stability over 3 hours with
good beam quality. The short-term noise is primarily dominated by relaxation oscillations of
the Er-fiber pump and the Cr:ZnS laser itself. However, even in the free-running condition
an integrated RMS noise below 0.15% is achieved with timing jitter of 100 fs over 3 kHz –
100 MHz. Moreover, above 10 MHz the measurement is shot noise limited at -160 dBc/Hz.
Since high-speed measurements such as dual-comb spectroscopy would produce signals at such
frequencies, this low-noise is of great interest for high-sensitivity spectroscopic applications.
Our result paves the way towards a new class of multi-GHz high-power low-noise femtosecond
oscillators operating directly in the important 2–3 µm range, suitable for ultrafast spectroscopy
and efficient nonlinear frequency conversion.
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